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A: There is a space before the full stop and so the while loop is finding "Axasoft cari" and "hesap" but you want it to find "Axasoft Cari Hesap". So you need to remove that space: string inp = "Axasoft Cari Hesap Takip 2.7.9"; string[] words = Regex.Split(inp, " "); foreach (var w in words) { Console.WriteLine(w); } Console.ReadKey(); So, all your old
records are gone, your CDs, your VHS tapes, movies and digital downloads. Sure, you have Netflix and Amazon Prime, but there is something a little more satisfying about going to the record store. Boston Market might have predicted this problem by opening a restaurant at the corner of Ocean and Ocean Parkway, which is strangely located right in the
middle of the record store domain. For a bit of entertainment, here are pictures of the area: The perfect intersection for a restaurant Rippy’s Record Shop The large title sign is not just a piece of paper. It is the original store owner’s name. Blue Bamboo Place Kung Fu Music A You-Tube clip showed them in 1976 singing “Don’t Give Up” by the
Carpenters A framed record of the “Don’t Give Up” by the Carpenters. A You-Tube clip showed them in 1976 singing “Don’t Give Up” by the CarpentersQ: SQL Server Materialized Views: How to support stream replication? I have a requirement that an exact copy of a materialized view be maintained as a streaming replication target. The scenario is as
follows: There is a table X that contains some data (tens of billions of rows) The X table is the base of a materialized view Y X is written to at a high frequency (as our day to day activity flows into it) Y is updated on a very periodic basis (as we record something in the time series of data that flows through the system) It turns out that Y has a 1 to 1
relationship with X, so we can no longer do a read-only stream of this information into 3e33713323
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